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PÁPAYNÉ KEMENCZEY Judit: A report of Hungarian children's libraries. -  Owing to the contra
dictory contents of different central documents regulating library services to children and young 
people, there have not been major changes in the position and reputation of children’s libraries during 
the past ten years. The material and operational conditions were hardly modified at a time when the 
educational reform resulted in a change in children’s library use habits. The author gives an analysis 
of statistical data to illustrate the today of children’s libraries. Her main points are: The quantity of 
juvenile literature in public libraries has decupled, the number of elementary school children has incre
ased 2.5 times as much as 25 years before, however, the inclination for reading as well as the number 
of volumes borrowed have decreased. In some towns there is no independent children’s library even 
today. Although a considerable part of children’s library staff have graduated from a university or a 
college, still there axe many volunteer library workers (with a token pay), without any professional 
qualification. The children’s library workers’ pay and prestige are behind the pay and prestige of other 
categories of library workers. A legal rule to assign the place and functions of children’s libraries is 
wanted. Rapid changes are needed in order that the unprivileged conditions of children’s libraries may 
be improved, [pp. 239-259.]

BUJDOSÓ Ernő: Exploring the structure of research: the co-citation clustering technique. -  A cita
tion study of scientific publications shows that about 25% of papers are cited ten times or more. It can 
also be observed that certain pairs of publications often appear together in the references of certain 
papers. Co-citation clustering makes it possible to study the development of individual disciplines. This 
technique uses a computer-supported procedure for determining the publications and the subject field 
represented by their publications. The major steps of constituting a co-citation is described, on the 
basis of processing the magnetic tapes from the Science Citation Index data base. [pp. 260-271.]

DARÁNYI Sándor: The state of the on-line information services in agriculture. -  The AGIT Service 
of the AGROINFORM (Budapest) has been reqularly offering since 1983 computer-generated retro
spective literature lists. Their on-line products complement first of all the monthly SDI services, based 
upon foreign magnetic tapes (at present including 30-40 data bases run on five inframe computers in 
West Europe). The market potential of computerized information in combination with an express 
translation service is to be examined. The number of on-line requests are increased by special shows, 
which, among others, also help education, [pp. 272-278.]

KOVÁCS Mária: On habi ta ting 6 -1 4  years' old children to reading: an experiment. The habitation of 
children to reading was monitored and guided from 1976 to 1984 in two classes of an elementary 
school attached to the Teachers’ Training College of Szombathely. The experiment began in the lower 
school and followed the children even in the upper shcool. As might be expected, the use of more 
books had a favourable effect on teaching history, geography, Hungarian lietarture and biology.
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However, the composition of books read by the children was worse than desired. The shool’s reading 
suggestions were regarded as compulsory "lesson” , even if amusing literature was recommended. The 
family’s influence upon the selection of reading materials was difficult to change. The subject teachers 
participating in the experiment often did not know the non-fiction titles recommendable to children. 
Since then the experimental programme, adapted to the curricula, has been started in several elemen
tary schools, [pp. 279-287.]

The work of the National Council for Librarianship in 1985. (VÁLYI Gábor.) -  The mandate of the 
Council was exhausted in 1984, so the Minister of Culture and Education designated the members and 
officials of the Council for the five years to come. It was an organizational change that the National 
Széchényi Library Centre for Library Science and Methodology was commissioned to perform the 
secretary’s function. Among others, the possibilities of co-operation, the provision of companies with 
information and documents, the problems of depository libraries as well as a report covering the 
trends in library habits were discussed in the Council’s meetings. Due to the Soros Foundation, the 
distribution at reduced rate of foreign books and copiers continued. A plan for producing and distri
buting talking books in Hungary and another proposal for reforming the education of restorers have 
been made. [pp. 288-290.]

Working plan of the National Council for Librarianship for 1986. [pp. 291.]

Report of the activities of the National Széchényi Library Centre for Library Science and Methodo
logy for 1985. (SZENTE Ferenc) -  The Centre for Library Science and Methodology (KMK) perfor
med the secretary’s function in the OKT and in its expert committees, in the councils of directors of 
both the university and college libraries, in the Working Party on Social Science Information as well as 
in the preparation of the Hungarian National Sound Archives. The networking and co-ordinating tasks 
of the KMK were partly related to the activities of the above committees, the KMK, in addition to 
these, performed its tasks as an advisory body and as a supervisory institution. In the field of metho
dology, research and extension training, the KMK focussed first of all on the cataloguing and indexing 
of collections, the reading process as well as on the interdependence of library and its environment. 
Extension training courses were held, the writing and publishing of learning aids and textbooks neces- 
seary for library education were organized. The KMK’s activities in collection development and bibli
ographic advisory work were related to the edition of the book selection tool ”Új Könyvek” (new 
books) as well as to other publications by the same editorial staff. Within the organizational and pro
paganda activities the aim was to improve the efficiency of previous initiatives. The Library Science 
Library provided a wide range of library and documentation services, [pp. 292-302.]

Report .of the Council of University Library Directors for 1984—1985. (WALLESHAUSEN Gyula) 
-  The impovement of the automation of university libraries, the case for the libraries within net
works as well as the strengthening of the autonomy of university libraries continue to be the most 
important tasks, [pp. 303-306.]

Report of the Council of College Library Heads for 1984—1985. (OTTOVAY László) -  TTie govern
mental documents regulating the operation of academic libraries, the responsibilities of college li
braries and the classification of managers provided a favourable frame for the work of the Council as 
well as of college libraries. The two years covered were equally successful in relation to the professio
nal activities, to the improvement of co-operation as well as to the safeguarding of professional in
terests. In addition to the usual meetings, a study was made, upon the request of the Hungarian library 
association, into the prestige of the adacemic librarian’s career, [pp. 307-311.]
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